Noel Whittaker
Australia's money management visionary
Noel Whittaker is an international best selling author, finance and
investment expert, radio broadcaster, newspaper columnist and
public speaker - he is Australia's money management visionary.
Noel reaches over seven million readers each week through his
columns in major Australian newspapers, such as The Sydney
Morning Herald, Melbourne's The Age, Perth's The Sunday
Times and Brisbane's The Sunday Mail. He is a regular
contributor to magazines including Australian Doctor and Men's
Health, and also broadcasts on over 50 radio stations.
Noel is the author of over 15 bestselling books, which have
achieved sales in excess of two million copies internationally. He
has also produced two bestselling audiocassette albums and the Noel Whittaker Wealth Creator CD-ROM.
His book Making Money Made Simple set sales records across the country and was named in The 100
Most Influential Books of the Twentieth Century.
In 1988, Noel was named Australian Investment Planner of the Year. In 2003, he was awarded the
Australian Centenary Medal in recognition of his services to the financial services industry.
He is an Executive in Residence with the Faculty of Business at the Queensland University of Technology,
and a committee member advising the Australian Securities and Investment Commission.
Noel is a Fellow of the Society of Certified Practicing Accountants, a Fellow of the Taxation Institute, a
Certified Financial Planner, and a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Management.
Noel has been a Director of Whittaker Macnaught for over 27 years. He has watched it grow into one of
Australia's leading financial advisory companies with six offices along the east coast and more than two
billion dollars under management. He is in high demand as a motivational speaker and has addressed
packed audiences in Australia and throughout the world.

Client Testimonials
Thank you for changing my life since 1992 when I bought your book ‘Making Money Made
Simple’ from a newsagent in country Queensland where I was working at the time. Since then I
have a massive library with hundreds of financial and personal development books, CD’s, and
programs and am enjoying a lifestyle I only dreamed of before. Your book was the catalyst for
this. Spoke well to his topic. Understood the brief he was given. Well received by the audience.
Australian Friendly Societies Association

Noel provided an excellent presentation tailored to the needs of our audience who later had only
very positive comments to make about his presentation.
Mater Health Services

Noel was very well received. He was as popular as our regular speakers, entertaining and
educative.
Informa Australia

Noel was received very well by the entire audience. He was very knowledgeable and held a
captive audience
Jeff Jones Real Estate

Noel was very well received, it was very obvious that the audience held him in very high regard
and with a great deal of respect. The information he conveyed to them was excellent and his
easy style, had everyone in the room instantly at ease.
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